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Oh Give Thanks
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“Make allowance for each other’s
faults, and forgive anyone who
offends you. Remember, the Lord
forgave you, so you must forgive
others.” Colossians 3:13 (NLT)

WHO KNEW?

About 200 cranberries are needed to
make one can of cranberry sauce.
Jingle Bells was originally written as a
Thanksgiving song
First published in 1857, Jingle Bells was written by
James Lord Pierpont and intended to be sung on
Thanksgiving. If you listen carefully to the lyrics,
you'll notice there's no mention of Christmas!

The world’s largest bible book weighs 1,094
pounds. The world’s smallest bible can fit on
the tip of a pen called a Nano Bible
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and you should be too. I cannot
understand,

and

dare

I

say

believe that we live in a country
once known as the breadbasket
of the world; yet we see and
witness so much hunger in the
land. Our government in an
attempt

to

camouflage

the

impact of this suffering has
created a new phrase – “Food
Insecurity.” SHOCKING!!!
I am one who firmly believes
that giving of yourself to the
benefit of others is humanities
greatest

gift.
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of
and

valleys. Also, my generosity has
sometimes been viewed as a
weakness, which I am pleased
to say that it has not turned my
heart into stone. To that point,
my heart requires the blessings
and

the

reward

of

giving.

However, what I have learned is
that you don’t give to those
who want your help, rather to
those who need your help!
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Kaylen participated in the Hebron
Orchestra Cluster Concert on
10/14/2021. She also made all A's
forher last grading period
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